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Topographic and Geological Map 
Series

NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at 
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery 
options. Please reference the product title or product number  
(e.g., 21-01-001) in your message. 

Romania Geological Maps

21-01-001 | $49.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Republica Socialistă România Harta Geologică scara 
1:200.000.   
Institutul Geologic (Romania). Published 1965-1968.              
In Romanian. Shows formations by composition and 
geological era, with geological and morphological boundaries, 
fossils, and paleolithic settlements. Full country coverage,    
50 sheets. 

Barbados Topographic Maps

21-01-002 | $39.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Barbados 1:50,000 E703 (D.O.S. 418).
Ordnance Survey International (United Kingdom).      
Published 1993. In English. Shows relief by 20-meter 
intervals, roads, parish boundaries, hydrography.                  
Full country coverage, 1 sheet.

Grenada Topographic Maps

21-01-003 | $39.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Grenada Island of Spice Scale 1:50,000 E703      
(D.O.S. 442).
Ordnance Survey (United Kingdom). Published 1992.             In 
In English. Shows relief by contour at 200-feet intervals, 
parish borders, detailed roads and hydrography.                    
Full country coverage, 1 sheet.

Yugoslavia Water Resource Maps

21-01-004 | $79.00 PER SHEET | PURCHASE
Karta Vodoobjekata 1:50,000 (KVO-50).
Saveznog sekretarijata za narodu odbranu i 
Saveznog komiteta za poljoprivredu (Yugoslavia).                                             
Published 1984-1993. In Serbian. Shows hydrography, 
wells, aquifers, water sources, stations, and pumps.                       
Verso includes detailed data about the water resources on 
the sheet. Covers all of Serbia, 201 sheets.

https://shop.geospatial.com/product/03-ROAK-Romania-200-000-Scale-Geological-Maps
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/01-BBAA-Barbados-50-000-Scale-Topographic-Maps-E703-DOS-418
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/01-GDAC-Grenada-50-000-Scale-Topographic-Maps-DOS-442
https://shop.geospatial.com/product/03-YUAS-Yugoslavia-50-000-Scale-Water-Facilities-Maps
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and 
Books

Atlas of Palestine 1871-1877

21-01-005 | $195.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas of Palestine 1871-1877
Palestine Land Society, United Kingdom. Hardcover.            
595 pages. ISBN 9780954903459. In English. 2020. 

The Atlas of Palestine 1871-1877 by the Palestine Land 
Society includes hundreds of pages of historical maps 
as well as some photographs, tables and documents. Its 
self-proclaimed historical significance is in documenting 
and preserving the state of Palestinian maps, towns, and 
populations prior to the Zionist colonization of Palestine. 
It has 13,000 names of towns, villages and places.  Relief 
shown by contours, shading, spot heights, gradient tints and 
form lines.  Atlas shows remote-sensing maps from aerial 
photography of villages, cities and towns, and land marks.  
Includes a large index.

Other Atlases

21-01-006 | $131.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas mezhdunarodnykh otnoshenii : prostranstvennyi 
analiz indikatorov mirovogo razvitiia : monografiia
Aspekt-Press, Russia. Hardcover. 444 pages.                                 
ISBN 9785756710830. In Russian. 2020.

The Atlas of International Relations is the first experience of 
mapping and statistical analysis of the geographical factor in 
world politics in Russian literature. The purpose of the study 
was to identify the level of spatial correlation of factors that 
determine the structure and dynamics of world development. 
The analysis is based on a database of seventy indicators 
describing politics, economics, demographics, human 
capital, values   and international influence of all countries 
of the world. For each indicator, anamorphosis maps were 
created and basic indicators of spatial dependence in the 
distribution of the phenomenon were calculated. Further, on 
the basis of groups of indicators, a multidimensional analysis 
and clustering was carried out, which made it possible to 
comprehensively assess the spatial disproportions of the 
modern system of international relations.

21-01-007 | $65.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas poverkhnosti Venery
Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii pri Sovete Ministrov 
SSSR, Soviet Union. Hardcover. 328 pages. In Russian. 1989. 

The surface of Venus, which is impervious to optical 
telescopes, was mapped using the radar equipment of the 
artificial satellites of the planet “Venus-15” and “Venus-16”    
in 1983 and 1984.

21-01-008 | $36.00 | PURCHASE
Guia de Arequipa metropolitana
Gonzalo Rodriguez Rivera, Peru. Softcover. 70 pages. 
In Spanish. 2005.

This is a locally-produced Spanish-language city guide 
map for one of the largest cities in Peru. It provides                 
street-level detail and is replete with point-of-interest 
information. A must-have on your next trip to Arequipa.

21-01-009 | $69.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas sumberdaya Indonesia (overview) = Resources 
of atlas Indonesia (overview)
Badan Koordinasi Survei dan Pemetaan Nasional, 
Indonesia. Softcover. 204 pages. ISBN 9798647580.                                  
In English & Indonesian. 2001.

This atlas contains 100 pages of thematic maps, each with 
a page of descriptive text. Topics include export volume 
and trading partners, ratio between students and teacher,  
election data, marine transportation, rice production, etc.

21-01-010 | $249.00 | PURCHASE
Mongol ulsyn undesnii atlas
Gazar zuin khureelen, Mongolia. Hardcover. 248 pages.               
ISBN 9789992915439. In Mongolian (Cyrillic). 2009.

Published by the Institute of Geography, Mongolian Academy 
of Sciences, the  National Atlas of Mongolia covers areas 
such as geography, weather, and population.  A rare work, not 
often found in libraries of Western nations.

21-01-011 | $100.00 | PURCHASE
Atlasul lumii
ALL, Romania. Softcover. 144 pages. ISBN 9786065875425. 
In Romanian. 2020.

Atlas of the World by Constantin Furtuna is the ideal tool for 
studying geography. This edition includes the latest statistics 
available nationally and internationally in 2020. The atlas 
contains over 100 pages of physical and political maps, with 
accurate data, updated. Students will discover both basic 
notions about the environment and the information needed 
to deepen the subject. Also, the atlas is useful to all those 
who are passionate about nature or travel, but also to readers 
interested in geography or geopolitics, revealing complex 
notions of regional relations.

geospatial@eastview.com tel. +1.952.252.1205 fax +1.952.252.1202 geospatial.com

https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2392759
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=1326332
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2009650
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2025585
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2040206
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2383048
https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2059445
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21-01-012 | $1,200.00 | PURCHASE
Di yi ci quan guo di li guo qing pu cha di tu ji = Atlas of 
the first national geography census
Zhongguo di tu chu ban she, China. Hardcover. 243 pages. 
ISBN 9787520409674. In Chinese. 2019.

This atlas is the result of the first national geographic survey. 
The atlas uses statistical reports and thematic data from 
the survey and is supplemented with basic geographic 
information. The atlas includes maps, images, photographs, 
and charts which illustrate the current state of the country’s 
natural features, including topography, vegetation, waters, 
deserts, uncovered surfaces, transportation networks, and 
residential areas and facilities.

Trade, Popular and Reference Maps 
and Atlases

Featured Publisher: Northwest Distributors
Take a stroll through yesterday with these historical map 
packages of the Old West!  Are you interested in Ghost 
Towns, Gold and Gems or both? Whether you’re looking to 
locate an old ghost town or your interest lies in gold and 
gems, you will definitely want one or more of these packages 
of historical maps! For more Northwest Distributors titles, 
please visit www.longitudemaps.com. 

21-01-013 | $15.95 | PURCHASE
Colorado, Ghost Towns, 6-Map Set, Then and Now
ISBN: 9780972044165. 2005. In English. 6 sheets.  

This packet of 6 maps of early Colorado. Features years 
1876, 1892, and 1900 with a clear plastic overlay of 
Colorado’s modern road system (in red) making it easy to 
locate the early towns, military roads, early railroads, stage 
stations, and 7 forts.

21-01-014 | $15.95 | PURCHASE
Idaho, Ghost Towns, 5-Map Set, Then and Now
ISBN: 9780965755825. 2013. In English. 5 sheets.

A package of 5 black & white maps of historic and current 
Idaho. Shown on the maps are early towns, military roads, 
stage stations, and early forts. Map 1 side 1 Idaho 1879, 
side 2, Idaho 1883. Map 2 side 1 Idaho 1895, side 2 Idaho 
1912. Map 3 northern Idaho 1895 with overlay of current 
road system. Map 4 is southwest Idaho 1895, with overlay.  
Map 5 is southeast Idaho 1895 with overlay.

21-01-015 | $15.95 | PURCHASE
Montana, Ghost Towns, 5-Map Set, Then and Now    
ISBN: 9780972044189. 2006. In English. 5 sheet.

The growth and development of Montana was substantial for 
the 20 year period that followed 1865, as the roads 
and railroads penetrated the wilderness. The growth was 
particularly evident when comparing the 1865 and 1885 
maps. The population for the state was increased by over 
6 fold. This explains the many new names that appeared in 
Deer Lodge and Madison Counties as well as the adjoining 
counties. The Union Pacific served the area from Deer Lodge 
south to the state line. Please be reminded that early place 
names that appear may not have been a town site. Some 
early postal services may have been found in a ranch house, 
stage station, or a mining camp as well.

21-01-016 | $15.95 | PURCHASE
Utah, Gold and Gems, 5-Map Set, Then and Now
ISBN: 9780981669618. 2010. In English. 5 sheets.

Many of the reported gold and gem deposits for Utah may be 
found in this map collection. The shaded areas show the 
reported occurrences of gold for that area.  The numbered 
sites show the locations of gems described in the legend. 
These may change from time to time as new locations are 
identified.  Although the reported occurrences of gold was 
less than the neighboring states, deposit sites were found in 
each of the four sections of the state.  The most activity 
appeared in Beaver and Washington counties located in 
the southwestern portion of the state. The Froiseth map of 
1873 not only shows some of the mineral deposits known at 
that time but early stage roads connecting town sites appear 
as well. The reverse side of map #5 is a must-read for the 
weekend prospector.  Numerous mine locations including 
their names may be found in the 12 detailed map sections.  
An abundance of gem deposit sites for the state are also 
shown & over 120 types of rocks and gems!  The area 
surrounding Milford in Beaver County as well as Emery, Grand 
and Wayne Counties should demand the attention of 
rockhounds as choice locations for rock and gem deposits.

geospatial@eastview.com tel. +1.952.252.1205 fax +1.952.252.1202 geospatial.com

https://shop.eastview.com/results/item?SKU=2341302
https://www.longitudemaps.com/
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Colorado-Ghost-Towns-6-Map-Set-Then-and-Now-p/2048357m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Idaho-Ghost-Towns-5-Map-Set-Then-and-Now-p/2037383m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Montana-Ghost-Towns-5-Map-Set-Then-and-Now-p/2033973m.htm
https://www.longitudemaps.com/Utah-Gold-and-Gems-5-Map-Set-Then-and-Now-p/2179453m.htm
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21-01-017 | $15.95 | PURCHASE
California, North, Ghost Towns, 6-Map Set,               
Then and Now
ISBN: 9780972044110. 2002. In English. 6 sheets.

Northern California Ghost Towns/Sites Then and Now 
(6 maps, 4 overlays) Early roads and trails are shown 
throughout this section of the state. The two counties of 
Klamath and Siskiyou are shown on the northern border. 
Early trails/roads connected Yreka to Trinidad and Eureka. A 
main road is shown from Sacramento to the Oregon border. 
Marysville, Red Bluffs and Shasta City were located on this 
road. Yreka was bypassed several miles to the east. 
Numerous roads were shown connecting the early town 
sites in the mother lode region east of Sacramento and 
Marysville. Ghost sites may be many things; a town site, a 
stage station, mining camps or a military camp or fort. What 
is a ghost? It was described by Norman Weis in Ghost towns 
of the Northwest as “a quiet place enhanced through the 
process of still photography”. Lambert Florin’s description in 
ths book, Oregon Ghost Towns, was “a shadowy semblance 
of its former self.” The reader should be reminded that some 
of the early place names might have been a post office 
operated in a ranch house or an early stage station as well as 
town sites. Some locations were moved from time to time 
while others changed their names or simply failed.        

Services: Approval Plans,  
Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and 
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique 
needs and specifications. With many years of experience 
serving academic, public and government libraries with 
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of 
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best 
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides 
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services 
and solutions, including custom map and data production, 
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our 
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized 
solutions for your mapping needs.
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https://www.longitudemaps.com/California-North-Ghost-Towns-6-Map-Set-Then-an-p/2056161m.htm
https://demo.geospatial.com/MapVault/table



